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the advanced diagnostic system is an optional feature, and will not be available on all vehicles with the c-iii plus. if the advanced diagnostic system is not available on a vehicle, it will be noted in the vehicle’s service manual. a description of the advanced diagnostic system can be found on page 17 of the nissan consult 3 plus
user’s guide. the advanced diagnostic system is factory disabled on vehicles that do not have the c-iii plus installed. the c-iii plus shows its improvements over other scan tools when it comes time to perform the complicated procedures involved in re-flashing or replacing a computer module, and when programming immobilizer

keys. every technician knows that reprogramming a computer module can be time consuming due to the intricate, multi-step process that must be followed exactly to avoid damage. the c-iii plus creates a one stop shop for module reprogramming by placing a reprogramming button on the main diagnosis menu of the home page.
follow the printed directions on the tsb and procure the necessary re-flash file from www.nissantechinfo.com or www.infinititechinfo.com. nissan consult 3 plus specifications the consult-iii plus is certainly designed to manage nearly all 1996 nissan and infiniti automobiles, with the exception of front-wheel drive cars that were

equipped with the a, b, c, d or e models that utilized the sr20det engine. consult-iii plus is a useful alternative to the nissan consult-ii for the replacement of the tcm/ecm on cars that are scheduled for reprogramming with blank ecm or tcm programming. the consult-iii plus is certainly a useful alternative to the nissan consult-ii for
the repair of an immobilizer that is being reprogrammed with a blank immobilizer.
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software supports all nissan and infiniti 2018 model years or newer vehicles with the exception of gtr. gtr software for any off-the-shelf personal computer can be purchased from the gtr tab above. software does not support immobilizer diagnosis. immobilizer diagnosis can be completed by authorized and registered security
professionals using consult-iii plus software. software does not support ecu reprogramming or blank programming function. ners software will continue to support this function on any off-the-shelf personal computer that meets operating specifications. for a complete list of supported software functions view the c-iii plus r2r

operation manual for nissan consult 3 analysis scanning device for nissan consuit iii interfacespecial function: now consult 3 can perform gtr, but it demands customers possess gtr card.consult iii interface support vocabulary:1.english, 2.finnish, 3.french, 4.german, 5.greek, 6.italian, 7.japanese, 8.spanish, 9.chinese(traditional),
10.chinese(simplified), 11.russian.dimensions: 30cmichael.23cmeters.10cmfor nissan consult 3 function:1. quick medical diagnosis and quick fixes through automatic operationsthe selection of may type simply because properly as the id of breakdown locations are usually completely automated, permitting can analysis to end up

being completed 17 instances faster than earlier technique where the diagnostics program needed to be supplemented by the support manuals. after the c-iii plus software has been installed, and the new vi hardware has been found, you can connect the toughbook to a vehicle. like the consult-iii, the c-iii plus can connect via
wireless bluetooth to the vi. attach the dlc connector to the vehicle, turn the ignition to on, and dangle the vi outside of the window of the car. now double click the c-iii plus desktop icon. the first new feature you will notice is that the c-iii plus software load time has dropped to below ten seconds! once fully loaded, the c-iii vi is

automatically selected and connected via bluetooth with no hassle. the c-iii plus will also input the decoded vin of a 2005 and newer nissan vehicle, cutting yet another step from the diagnostic process. 5ec8ef588b
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